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Roth v. United States is generally
remembered for breaking six decades of
Supreme Court silence on obscenity, and
rightly so, since when Roth was announced in
1957 the Court had last substantively weighed
in on the issue in 1896. William J. Brennan’s
majority opinion in the case offered a
notoriously threadbare account of the history
of obscenity, sweeping broadly from the
colonial era through the Cold War in a few
terse sentences and thus leaving Roth a fairly
ahistorical opinion.1

But another history haunts Roth: that of
its recent past. Though it is fair to say the
Court avoided obscenity for much of the 20th
century, it is more accurate to say it failed to
effectively engage with the topic. In the years
leading up to Roth, the Court repeatedly found
itself confronted with cases invoking obscen-
ity, and it never decisively resolved them. The
buildup to Roth has gone somewhat under‐
examined by historians; accounts of the
Stone, Vinson, and early Warren Courts place
little emphasis on obscenity, while historians
of obscenity tend to take small interest in the

years between 1945 and 1957. When legal
scholars do pursue the doctrine into these
forgotten years, it is primarily at the lower
court level, where much of Roth’s pre‐history
indeed took shape.2

The lower court influence can be read in
Brennan’s doctrine, which held that obscene
materials, defined as “utterly without redeem-
ing social importance,” were excluded
from First Amendment protection. His Roth
test—“whether, to the average person, apply-
ing contemporary community standards, the
dominant theme of the material, taken as a
whole, appeals to prurient interest”—emanat-
ed out of the federal courts; his footnote at the
end of those conditions cited fourteen cases,
all lower courts.3

Supreme Court doctrinal precedent thus
played only aminor role inRoth. Brennan said
little about such recent cases as Doubleday v.
New York or Winters v. New York, or Samuel
Roth’s own earlier failed bid for Court review,
in Roth. But he indirectly reflected their
impact: a doctrinal quagmire that preceded
the actual doctrine. Roth, therefore, while



certainly both an attempt to modernize
obscenity doctrine and a reaction to the
advances of the lower courts, was also an
effort to get the Supreme Court past its own,
only semi‐visible, roadblocks when it came to
the question of sexual expression and the First
Amendment. An examination of that hidden
backdrop helps illuminate what Brennan
sought to avoid in devising Roth. The
“intractable obscenity problem,” as it later
became known, was already in place well
before observers outside the Court fully
recognized it.4

The State of the Doctrine

No case better crystallized the tensions
within midcentury obscenity doctrine than
Hannegan v. Esquire, decided by the Court in
1946. It served as an indecisive bellwether of
the Court’s disposition. Countering the war-
time tendencies of soldiers to decorate both
their barracks and even their weaponry with
images of pin‐up girls, Postmaster General
Frank C. Walker had revoked the second‐
class mailing privileges of men’s magazine
Esquire for falling into what he called “that
obscure and treacherous borderland zone
where the average person hesitates to find
them technically obscene, but still may see
ample proof that they are morally improper.”
Federal appellate judge Thurman Arnold
dismissively overturned Walker’s order,
scorning the “utter confusion and lack of
intelligible standards” on display.5

By the time the case reached the Supreme
Court in 1945, new postmaster Robert
Hannegan had inherited it. The Court,
meanwhile, inherited its own baggage in
Hannegan—that of avoidance. Since the
passage of the 1873 Comstock Act that had
formally codified the criminalization of
obscenity at the federal level, much of the
legal argumentation had centered on postal
authority (vice crusader Anthony Comstock
himself had been appointed a special agent

through the Post Office, and used that power
vigorously through his death in 1915).
Though the Court had endorsed postal
authority and methods regarding obscenity
in a variety of cases from the 1870s to the
1890s, it had less to say about substantive
questions of doctrine.6 In 1896, it formally
adopted the so‐called Hicklin standards,
imported from an 1868 British case that had
defined obscenity as that with the power to
“deprave and corrupt” its most vulnerable
readers.7 Then came a half‐century of silence,
with nothing more than dicta addressed to
obscenity as the Court undertook the incor-
poration of the First Amendment on other
fronts.8

Once it abandoned the obscenity field
after that period, the broad powers Comstock
sought in his efforts to suppress everything
from atheistic freethinkers to abortionists to
marital sex manuals were reined in by the
lower courts. In crucial cases of the fifteen
years before Hannegan involving scientifi-
cally accurate sex pamphlets, contraceptives,
James Joyce’s modernist novel Ulysses, and
anthropologically inclined nudist publica-
tions, the federal courts curtailed the power
of both postal and customs authorities to
enforce their standards of obscenity.9 Replac-
ing the restrictive Hicklin standards were new
concepts, especially of the average adult
reader as the proper barometer, an emphasis
on the work taken as a whole rather than
isolated graphic portions, and a liberalizing
attitude toward sexual representation that
could claim some social credence—artistic,
scientific, or otherwise serious. Accompa-
nying this was a surge in grassroots social
sentiment against censorship, which historian
Andrea Friedman calls “democratic moral
authority.”10

The Supreme Court itself had adopted an
increasingly militant defense of First Amend-
ment rights by 1945, though always under-
standing freedom of speech through the
lens of political expression—which, to the
brethren, did not of necessity include sexual
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expression. Justice Frank Murphy summa-
rized it best in 1940, writing that the
constitution guaranteed “at the least the liberty
to discuss publicly and truthfully all matters of
public concern, without previous restraint or
fear of subsequent punishment.”11 As Presi-
dents Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S.
Truman reshaped the Court with appointees
loyal to the NewDeal and its Fair Deal sequel,
the incoming Justices often perceived free
speech through the political lens of the rising
administrative state and its constituents, with
important First Amendment cases related to
labor rights and political dissent. As First
Amendment rights eased into their informal
“preferred position,” sexuality played a minor
role in the Court’s vision.

Nonetheless, William O. Douglas’s opin-
ion for a unanimous Hannegan Court excori-
ated postal censorship, delivering a decisive

victory to both Esquire and broader mailing
rights. Douglas touched on the developments
of modern sexuality in the mass media,
observing the magazine’s “smoking‐room
type of humor, featuring, in the main, sex.”
Some witnesses had considered it “salacious
and indecent,” others “only racy and risqué,”
while still more “condemned them as being
merely in poor taste.” To Douglas, none of
this mattered; what was truly at stake was the
postmaster’s right to unilaterally impose his
own tastes through denial of the mailing
privileges that kept the magazine financially
viable. This power, he found “abhorrent to our
traditions.”12

And yet, to the extent that Hannegan
touched at all on obscenity doctrine proper, it
did so in themost deferential of ways. Already
Douglas had staked out a shared position, with
Hugo L. Black, as the Court’s foremost
defender of expansive free speech rights.
But, other than emphasizing that Hannegan
was emphatically not an obscenity case,
Douglas’s most direct comment on the topic
was to note, “the validity of the obscenity laws
is recognition that the mails may not be used

Postmaster General Frank C. Walker revoked the
second‐class mailing privileges of men’s magazine
Esquire in the 1940s for falling into what he called “that
obscure and treacherous borderland zone where the
average person hesitates to find them technically
obscene, but still may see ample proof that they are
morally improper.”

Postmaster General Robert Hannegan inherited the
Esquire case by the time it came before the Court in
1945. He is pictured here at left with President Harry
Truman as they admire commemorative stamps of
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
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to satisfy all tastes, no matter how perverted.”
Though the case afforded an excellent
opportunity to at least allude to the lower‐
court modernization of obscenity, Douglas
declined to do so. The key issue remained the
postmaster’s administrative power.

By the time of Hannegan, lower court
standards were already in disarray, with
federal court liberalization often balanced
against state‐level conservatism. Surveying
the “confused state of the law regarding
obscenity” in 1946, the Virginia Law Review
could point to such broad trends as “the
general breaking down of the Hicklin stand-
ards” and the use of the “reasonable man” test
instead of youth or the overlysusceptible as a
metric for the effects of salacious materials.13

Beyond that, no firm or unified definition
existed. The Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts, in one prominent example,
upheld the obscenity of Lillian Smith’s well‐
regarded novel Strange Fruit in 1945. The
court admitted that the book, a depiction of an
interracial adolescent romance intended to
challenge Southern racial codes, was “a work
of literary merit.” Nonetheless, its four sex
scenes still threatened to “deprave and corrupt
its readers by inciting lascivious thoughts or
arousing lustful desires”—the old Hicklin
standards still alive and well, long after their
dismantling in so many other courts.14

The Strange Fruit case never reached
the Supreme Court, but two contemporaneous
state cases did. Doubleday v. New York
and Winters v. New York overlapped as they
percolated up through the state court
system and on to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In both cases, the Court utterly failed to
effectively clarify permissible standards of
obscenity.

The Double Debacle of 1948

Each of the New York cases offered the
Court a chance to finally clarify obscenity
doctrine. In both cases, a Court wracked by

internal ambivalence and lack of consensus
failed to do so.

MurrayWinters’ case came first. In 1945,
the New York Court of Appeals had affirmed
his conviction for violating a 19th‐century
statute against selling “printed paper devoted
to accounts of deeds of bloodshed, lust, or
crime,” which fell within the state’s broadly
expansive obscenity law. The magazine
dealer had been convicted for selling such
crime‐themed pulp as Headquarters Detec-
tive, with lurid and gruesome tales of police
and criminals. Though he also sold racy
magazines like TheModel Poses, the state had
made clear in its repeated victories up through
the New York legal system that it was the
crime material at stake. As the New York
court reasoned, such lurid pulp could “be so
massed as to become vehicles for inciting
violent and depraved crimes against the
person,” and thus considered obscene.15

This seemingly afforded the Supreme
Court an opportune moment to intervene. Its
own precedent, the 1896 Swearingen opinion,
had explicitly restricted obscenity to “that
form of immorality which has relation to
sexual impurity.”16 The New York court,
meanwhile, had specifically allowed for a
definition of “indecent or obscene” that
included publications with intents other than
“excit[ing] sexual passion,” so that crime
magazines could be included. Nonetheless,
when the Court first heard Winters’ case in
1946, it deadlocked 4–4, with Robert H.
Jackson absent to preside over the Nuremberg
trials, which meant an affirmation of the
conviction. But with Chief Justice Harlan
Fiske Stone’s death and the appointment of
Fred Vinson as his replacement, the Court
ordered a reargument later that year. Again,
an impasse ensued. William O. Douglas
recorded another 4–4 split—but this time
with himself passing (Wiley Rutledge’s notes
record Douglas calling the case “close”).
Felix Frankfurter, Stanley Reed, Jackson, and
the new Chief Justice voted to affirm, with
recent Truman appointee Harold H. Burton
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joining them. Burton showed little interest in
the case; Douglas’s handwritten notes marked
him as simply calling it a “workable statute,”
which was enough.17

Whatever the reason for Douglas’s initial
non‐vote, his eventual position was fairly
assured. In the meantime, both Vinson and
Reed swung around, creating a strong
majority for reversal, but one built on shaky
foundations.18 Assigned the opinion, Reed
walked carefully. Though William Wiecek
writes that Reed “easily condemned” the
New York courts’ statutory construction, the
Justice’s path to that condemnation was
indirect.19 In the original conference, his
vote to affirm was apparently based on
aesthetic grounds. According to Douglas’s
notes, Reed would have decided otherwise if
the case had centered on something of merit,
like Theodore Dreiser’s novel An American
Tragedy. For Winters’ publications, full of
“deeds of lust and evil,” Reed instead sided
with the state’s right to “protect its citizens.”20

His change of mind hinged on narrow grounds
of the statute’s vagueness, not on any broad
endorsement of the right to publish filth.

In his opinion, Reed began by recogniz-
ing “the importance of the exercise of a state’s
police power to minimize all incentives to
crime, particularly in the field of sanguinary or
salacious publications with their stimulation
of juvenile delinquency,” quite a concession
given the decidedly unproven, if widely
believed, connection suggested there. That
established, Reed found the NewYork court’s
construction of the statute “too uncertain and
indefinite,” particularly its belabored attempt
to lump together obscenity and indecency in
what it called “a different manner” from the
well‐established restriction of obscenity to
matters of “sexual impurity.” These sweeping
standards made the advance drawing of the
“line between the allowable and the for-
bidden” an “utter impossibility,” thus consti-
tuting a violation of free speech and press.21

Magazine dealer Murray Winters was convicted of
selling such crime‐themed pulp as Headquarters
Detective, which featured lurid and gruesome tales of
police and criminals. The Supreme Court overturned his
conviction in 1948, in the Court’s most substantive
review of an obscenity law since the 1890s.

When New York prosecutors charged Doubleday &
Company for publishing Memoirs of Hecate County by
highbrow writer Edmund Wilson (pictured), they drew
the ire of the entire literary community. The Supreme
Court split 4–4 on the issue in 1948, and failed to
establish any useful precedent regarding obscenity law.
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Winters v. New York, finally delivered in
early 1948, was the Court’s most substantive
return to obscenity law since the 1890s.
Murray Winters could celebrate, but scholars
and lower courts seeking viable elaboration of
obscenity doctrine could not. Justice Reed
made painstakingly clear that New York’s
error was in lumping poorly defined “inde-
cent” works about “criminal deeds of blood-
shed or lust” with strictly obscene materials.
Reed concluded his opinion with a direct
assertion that it carried “no implication” that a
state “may not punish circulation of objec-
tionable printed matter, assuming that it is not
protected by the principles of the First
Amendment.”

The Court’s only other direct engage-
ment with obscenity was, if anything, even
less useful. When New York prosecutors
charged Doubleday & Company for publish-
ing Edmund Wilson’s Memoirs of Hecate
County in 1946, they drew the ire of the entire
literary community. Unlike Winters or other
purveyors of work associated with lowbrow
culture (including Samuel Roth, discussed
below), Wilson was a respected author and
critic (except perhaps to New York Society
for the Suppression of Vice agent Harry
Kahan, who led this bust as well as that of
Winters), and the case outraged the literati,
who saw it as a pathetic last gasp of outdated
Victorian mores. Prosecutors met them on
this turf, from a different angle. In local court,
they somewhat surprisingly argued directly
for the Hicklin test of tendency to deprave
and corrupt youth, calling it “so well
established in this state that it should not
now be changed except by legislative action.”
This effectively deemed the past three
decades of federal court action immaterial in
New York.22

Wilson’s book satirized the middle‐class
suburban New York milieu in a series of
stories, and one, “The Princess with the
Golden Hair,” came to dominate the trial.
Called to the defense, Columbia University
professor Lionel Trilling considered the book

a “rather Swiftian representation of manner,”
to which an irate judge replied, “not every-
body is a professor,” wondering how relevant
such lofty analysis was to the average
reader.23More to the point, prosecutors honed
in on the “rather precise and literal account of
a woman’s sexual parts in the sexual act” in
the key story, which graphically detailed the
emotionally hollow seductions of a would‐be
Casanova.24 The three‐judge panel found the
book obscene, with one dissenting member
calling the story “honestly concerned with
the complex influences of sex and of class
consciousness on man’s relentless search for
happiness.”25 While the prevailing judges
left no written opinion, clearly the explicit
sex alone sufficed, regardless of motive or
role in the greater textual constellation of
the book.

Doubleday spent 1947 appealing its way
up the New York court system with neither
any luck nor even so much as a written
opinion giving it material to dispute. The
Columbia Law Review criticized the absence
of written opinions and called the obscenity
ruling a “retrogression in judicial attitude
toward genuine literary endeavors” that
“should be specifically repudiated by higher
NewYork Courts on review,” but it was not to
be.26 Reaching the top of the NewYork courts
without satisfaction, the publishing firm
looked to the Supreme Court. The moment
seemed ripe for such a case. With obscenity
doctrine clearly bedeviled by inconsistency,
NewYork courts opposed to federal ones, and
the First Amendment still untested with
regard to obscenity, Doubleday v. New York
promised possible resolution.

The competing briefs read like entirely
different cases, so divergently did they frame
the issues. To the state, it was and remained a
state issue, one already settled by New York’s
obscenity statute. The appellee’s brief con-
tented itself with listing a vast number of state
obscenity laws, and chronicling Wilson’s
graphic sexual depictions—“more than
fifteen assorted sexual acts are described or
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suggested,” it carefully counted, plus “three
frustrated attempts at intercourse.”27

Doubleday, on the other hand, called the
Hicklin test “thoroughly discredited,” and
repeatedly distinguished Memoirs of Hecate
County from “cheap pornography” by filling
its briefs with reviews from highbrow
publications. New York had failed to specify
exactly what dangers Wilson’s book posed to
the reading public. Joining in with an amicus
brief, the American Civil Liberties Union
added an angle of sexual modernism, assert-
ing, “today sex is not even an ‘unconvention-
al’ subject” and citing the recently published
Kinsey report as evidence. It situated Mem-
oirs within a broader social liberalization
toward sexuality, undermining any sense of
danger around the book’s admittedly explicit
scenes.28

“Here, for the first time, is presented to
this Court an opportunity to determine the
limits of free expression,” the ACLU con-
cluded. Not everyone at the Supreme Court
was impressed. Chief Justice Vinson simply
read the book, and voted to affirm without
further comment at conference. Harold Bur-
ton revealed a moralistic streak, reminding his
Brethren that although the family was the
basic “unit of living,” the “disregard of
adultery is evident in the book.” Robert H.
Jackson, on the other hand, showed some
personal doubt about the book’s harmful
qualities, but argued that the Court “must pay
some respect to state courts” because “we are
not here to inflict our judgment of obscenity
on people.” He joined in affirming, as did
Reed, whose ambivalence had been clear even
as he went the other direction in Winters.29

This made a solid block of four Justices
against Doubleday, perfectly balanced against
four dedicated to its right to publish. Black
and Douglas, of course, were joined byWiley
Rutledge and the quiet Frank Murphy, who
said little at conference. The case thus rested
squarely in the hands of Felix Frankfurter.
Hardly a free‐speech crusader, Frankfurter
had shown a general pattern of deference to

state courts on First Amendment matters,
emphasizing always what he called “vigilant
judicial self‐restraint” over personal beliefs or
politics.30 Protesting Reed’s Winters opinion
in a letter, he had insisted that “the most
relevant wisdom” for the case was the 1915
Mutual Film Corp. v. Ohio case in which the
Court had denied First Amendment protection
to the movies.31 Even when he sided with free
speech, as in Esquire’s case against the
Postmaster General, he inserted a concurrence
in the unanimous opinion mostly to gratu-
itously emphasize that the case “lies within
very narrow confines” of postal authority. Yet
Frankfurter was also an unrepentant elitist,
unperturbed by the suppression of crime
magazines, raucous sound trucks, or other
social blights but surely concerned over
governmental censorship of a book by a
reputable, renowned author.

What decided Frankfurter’s actions in the
case, ultimately, was not his judicial

Samuel Roth sued the New York postmaster for
withholding his book Waggish Tales of the Czechs in
1949. A sometimes witty collection of ribald stories
purported to share a vintage with classics like Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales or Boccaccio’s Decameron, the volume
was relatively tame by Roth’s standards.
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philosophy, but rather his warm personal
friendship with Edmund Wilson. Frankfurter
recused himself. A 4–4 split meant the New
York courts were affirmed. Memoirs of
Hecate County remained obscene in the
state, and the Supreme Court left nothing but a
frustratingly inconclusive non‐precedent, use-
less to all. Did the “clear and present danger”
test—which emerged out of World War I
repression after its creator, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Jr., had adopted it as a free speech
measure—apply to obscenity? Both Winters
and Doubleday had invoked it in their briefs,
but the Court said nothing on the matter. Did
the Court embrace the lower court liberaliza-
tion? Again, no resolution.

The real lesson of Winters and Double-
day was that whichever Justice was awarded
responsibility for finally elaborating a doc-
trine would have to tread very carefully to
maintain a majority. The time for attempting
this had not yet arrived, though.

The Road to Roth

If the Court seemed more willing to
address matters of administrative power than
direct doctrinal questions about obscenity,
Samuel Roth provided them an opportunity to
approach from that angle in 1949, when his
civil suit against the New York postmaster for
withholding his book Waggish Tales of the
Czechs reached the Court. Like Murray
Winters, Roth occupied a decidedly lowbrow
position in the cultural hierarchy, peddling
tawdry, sex‐obsessed publications. He had
begun as a promising poet in the 1920s avant‐
garde, but, after drawing the scorn of the
international artistic community for publish-
ing James Joyce’s modernist classic Ulysses
without permission, Roth found himself
consigned to the cultural margins by the late
1920s, subsisting on a steady line of sensa-
tionalism, sleaze, and outright smut. His
offerings ran the gamut from fraudulent
presidential exposé (John Hamill’s The

Strange Career of Mr. Hoover under
Two Flags, 1931), to lurid psychoanalysis
of Hitler (Kurt Krueger’s I Was Hitler’s
Doctor, 1943), to his own anti‐Semitic
monstrosity (Jews Must Live, 1934).32

Under the table, he also sold graphic
pornography like the illustrated Memoirs of
an Hotel Man, which landed him in federal
prison for three years in the late 1930s—not
his first stint behind bars, though his longest
to date.33

Waggish Tales of the Czechs was a
relatively tame book by Roth’s standards, a
sometimes witty collection of ribald stories
purported to share a vintage with classics like
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales or Boccaccio’s
Decameron. Like those works, Waggish
Tales frequently reveled in humor based on
erection jokes, premature ejaculations, copu-
lation based on mistaken identity, all sorts of
tricks and subterfuges used by male travelers
to share beds with farmers’ daughters, and
further sexual shenanigans.34 Unlike its

Samuel Roth had begun as a promising poet in the 1920s
avant‐garde, but after drawing the scorn of the
international artistic community for publishing James
Joyce’s modernist classic Ulysses without permission,
he found himself peddling a steady line of sensational-
ism and smut out of his bookshop in Greenwich Village.
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imagined peers, however, the book was
withheld from the mails in early 1948.

Roth thought he had a strong case against
the postmaster, and the appellate court seemed
poised to agree (after a federal district court
denied Roth’s request for an injunction
against postmaster Albert Goldman). Augus-
tus N. Hand had played a significant role in the
modernization of obscenity law in several
earlier cases, while Jerome Frank had intro-
duced the phrase “legal realism” in his 1930
book Law and the Modern Mind, helping
spearhead an intellectual movement dedicated
to rethinking the foundations of law. Frank’s
book frequently adopted psychoanalytic ap-
proaches, which chafed against the simplistic
moralism that had driven Anthony Comstock.
And while Charles Clark sparred with Frank
personally, he too came from a legal realist
background as a Yale law professor. A more
sympathetic three‐judge panel would have
been hard to devise.35

Whatever hopes the personnel on the
bench gave Roth were quickly dashed when
the court issued a terse per curiam opinion in
February 1949. In a mere two paragraphs, the
court reviewed the case and brushed aside
Roth’s challenge. As to the obscenity of
Waggish Tales, the court noted the “many
doubts now held as to the feasibility” of
obscenity law, but nonetheless went on to call
the book “obscene or offensive enough by any
refined standards,” a remarkably conservative
legal criterion for such a progressive group of
jurists—refined standards hardly having ever
characterized American mass culture. Using
curiously hesitant language, the court went on
to assert, “within limits it perhaps is not
unreasonable to stifle compositions that
clearly have little excuse for being beyond
their provocative obscenity and to allow those
of literary distinction to survive.” As if to
apologize for backtracking from the federal
courts’ general trajectory of liberalization, the
opinion finished by noting that “judicial
review channeled within the confines of a
plea for an injunction should not be over-

extensive,” suggesting that if it had been a
criminal case with Roth facing imprisonment
it might have been less complacent.36

All three judges joined the brief opinion.
Yet behind the scenes, each expressed
profound ambivalence. In their private corre-
spondence, the judges wavered. Clark dis-
liked Waggish Tales immensely. “I hate all
this stuff,” he wrote, blaming the Post Office
for essentially giving it free advertising.
Calling the stories “dull,” he found it “hard
to see how they can incite to lust.” Clark even
offered to take a stand against the Post Office:
“I am not too averse to a crusade if you gents
want to indulge.” But adhering to “principles
of administrative responsibility,” it was “hard
to see clear legal error.” He concluded
his memorandum, “Tentatively, I vote to
affirm.”37

Hand, meanwhile, had allowed imported
contraceptives andUlysses into the country in
the 1930s. But Waggish Tales in his eyes
bore none of those items’ medical or literary
weight. He acknowledged that had he been
postmaster, he would not have targeted the
book. Yet in examining it, Hand saw only
“repeated salacious barroom stories.” The
architect of sexual liberalism had carved out
space for legitimate heterosexual pleasures,
but the waggish tale that stood out to Hand
was “one that I think undoubtedly dealt with
unnatural practices,” presumably returning to
a story implying oral sex. “With some doubt,”
Hand voted to affirm the postmaster’s
ruling.38

Finally, Jerome Frank expressed the
greatest doubt. “If we are to rely on
contemporary mores as a test,” he wrote to
his colleagues, “then this book is not
obscene.” Frank voted to reverse, and
prepared a lengthy dissent.39 Sometime
between the late‐January 1949 conference
and the early‐February announcement of the
court’s opinion, Frank underwent a change of
heart. He joined the per curiam opinion ruling
against Roth on every point. Having prepared
his dissent, however, he could not quite
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relinquish it, and in an unusual move
appended a revised version as a concurrence.
In the course of nearly 3,500 words, Frank
argued against his own acquiescence, in one
of the strongest critiques of obscenity law ever
issued by a sitting judge.

The censoring of Waggish Tales, Frank
began, constituted “no great loss” to art or
culture, but he warned that it “may put in peril
other writings, of a higher order of excel-
lence.” From there, the rhetoric escalated. The
court’s ruling placed great censorial leeway in
“one fallible man,” the postmaster, making
him “an almost despotic arbiter of literary
products.” Frank’s next paragraph cut to the
chase: “Such a condition is compatible with
the ideologies of Hitlers, Czars and Commis-
sars. It does not accord with democratic ideals
which repudiate thought‐control.”

Aligning himself with the clear and
present danger test, Frank claimed “no sane
man thinks socially dangerous the arousing of
normal sexual desires.” Nodding to the
ongoing broader social discussion, he sug-
gested that even links to “socially harmful
sexual conduct”would need to be proven with
evidence “at least as extensive and intensive
as the Kinsey Report.” In the absence of any
such proof, it seemed that “a considerable
number of the reading public, and especially
those who would buy and would probably
read Waggish Tales, want books like it.” In
other words, social mores at the ground level
revealed a widespread—thus “normal”—
demand for precisely the materials that social
mores in the abstract would allegedly
preclude.

As obscenity doctrine collapsed into
itself under Frank’s skewering depiction of
its pointlessness, the judge went on to contrast
Waggish Tales with renowned French author
Balzac’s 19th‐century Droll Stories (a com-
parison Roth himself had suggested in the
book’s introduction). Having just re‐read the
Balzac volume “within the past few days,”
Frank could not see, “nor understand how
anyone else could see, anything in that book

less obscene than inWaggish Taleswhich the
Postmaster General has suppressed.” The
only difference was age, which afforded
Balzac “classic” status and consigned Roth
to the role of smut‐peddler. Balzac’s stories
were every bit as leering, lusty, and crude.
Honing in on the court’s reference to “literary
distinction,” Frank wondered if the Postmas-
ter General would need to become a literary
critic. “Jurisprudence would merge with
aesthetics,” he mused; “I cannot believe
Congress had anything so grotesque in mind.”

In such haste had Frank revised his
dissent into a concurrence that at times, as
when he declared himself “disturbed by the
way my colleagues’ ruling runs counter” to
democratic ideals, he appeared to forget that
he too had joined the per curiam opinion.
Ultimately, though, his intellectual eviscera-
tion of the ruling notwithstanding, he did
concede. Citing his “judicial inexperience,”
he “yielded” to his colleagues. “But I do so
with much puzzlement,” he added, “and with
the hope that the Supreme Court will review
our decision, thus dissipating the fogs which
surround this subject.” Ambivalent to the
bitter end, he signed off, “I concur in their
decision, but with bewilderment.”

WhileWinters and Doubleday had failed
to clarify obscenity doctrine, other Court
action in the interim gave Roth hope as he
prepared his appeal. In a case involving a
racist, anti‐Semitic speaker in Chicago who
was arrested after a protest against him
devolved into a riot, Douglas insisted for
the Court that the test of clear and present
danger was triggered only by “a serious
substantive evil that rises far above public
inconvenience, annoyance, or unrest.”40 Per-
haps the Court would see obscene material
falling short of that standard; not only had
Frank suggested as much in his concurrence,
but so had Philadelphia judge Curtis Bok in a
local case that drew national media atten-
tion.41 Though the postmaster had employed
more procedural caution in Roth’s case than
the earlier Esquire one, holding a hearing
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before issuing his order, and labeling Wag-
gish Tales obscene instead of the halting
language directed at Esquire, Roth v. Gold-
man might still fall under the aegis of
Hannegan. Frank’s unusual concurrence
certainly brought a sense of gravity other
more prosaic postal cases lacked; it was not
every day that lower courts so nakedly begged
for Supreme Court review.

Unfortunately for Roth, he filed his
petition for a writ of certiorari in pro per,
written on his own. The solitary effort
showed. Roth was a shrewd man, aware
through personal experience of the bureau-
cratic machinery of obscenity law, but he was
no lawyer, and his petition reflected this,
bearing some effective rhetoric but largely
bereft of compelling legal arguments or
citations.42

Little documentation remains from the
Court’s consideration of the case, consisting
primarily of the certiorari memoranda that the
Justices’ clerks prepared for them to summa-
rize cases and help decide whether to hear
them. Harold Burton’s clerk found the case
constitutionally uninteresting, presenting no
problem; of the postal decree that Waggish
Tales was obscene, he simply suggested the
Court “wouldn’t shed too much light on that
subject,” given its recent 4–4 split over
Memoirs of Hecate County. His recommen-
dation was to deny certiorari. Wiley Rut-
ledge’s clerk agreed, finding more significant
constitutional questions in the case but
describing it as “a poor case in which to
decide” them.43

William O. Douglas’s clerk gave Roth v.
Goldman the greatest consideration, seeing in
it “an important question yet to be resolved.”
The Court should “place a heavy burden on
government when it wishes to ban printed
matter for this reason,” he wrote. Waggish
Tales, however, was “no more than a dirty
book”—though neither he nor anyone else at
the Supreme Court apparently so much as
examined the book. Some members of the
Court who would support “an attempt at

literature” would not be willing to defend
“this type of book.” His recommendation to
Douglas was a very skeptical, “Grant?”44

When it came time for the Justices to
vote on whether to hear the case, Roth’s
hopes were demolished. On June 17, 1949,
Douglas tallied the votes on his docket
sheet; he alone had voted to hear the case.
First Amendment beliefs certainly deter-
mined the decision, though personal relations
perhaps played a role. Douglas had long
considered Jerome Frank a close friend, even
influencing President Roosevelt to appoint
them colleagues at the Securities Exchange
Commission during the 1930s, so Douglas
surely read Frank’s flamboyant concurrence
closely.45 Not even Hugo L. Black joined
him. Black had called it “a prized American
privilege to speak one’s mind, although
not always with perfect good taste, on all
public institutions,” back in 1941.46 Voting
against Samuel Roth’s case nearly a decade
later, he suggested without comment that
perhaps sexuality was not yet a public
institution.

The Justices had no obligation to explain
themselves. All Samuel Roth receivedwas the
formal declaration on June 20 that his petition
was denied. The 1950s would begin with no
more clarity on obscenity than the 1940s had
shown. A minor case from the next year, U.S.
v. Alpers, asked whether obscene phonograph
records fell within the Criminal Code prohi-
bition that only explicitly mentioned books,
pamphlets, films, letters, and other print
media, though it added “other matter of
indecent character.” In an exceedingly pro
forma opinion, Sherman Minton concluded
for the Court that the code indeed covered
records, while studiously taking the most
narrow route to avoid direct engagement with
obscenity doctrine itself. Alpers did contain
the seeds for a larger discussion. The
government had argued for a broad construc-
tion of obscenity, based in part on the
vigorous and sweeping enforcement of dec-
ades past. In his personal notes, Robert
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Jackson expressed surprise at this; as he
jotted, it was “the first time Comstockery was
argued as a rule of statutory construction.”
When Hugo L. Black wrote the dissent, which
Jackson joined, he castigated censorship, but
alluded to Jackson’s point only in a footnote.
Oncemore, Alperswas simply not the place to
mount a full doctrinal dispute.47

The early 1950s put a chill on the First
Amendment trajectory of the 1940s, as Tom
C. Clark and Sherman Minton replaced
general Douglas/Black allies Murphy and
Rutledge. The new Justices, along with Chief
Justice Vinson, prioritized Cold War national
security concerns over expansive free speech
claims, most notoriously in Dennis v. U.S.
(1951), which weakened the clear and present
danger test to allow anti‐communist prose-
cutions.48 Other important cases allowed
breach of peace charges against controversial
public speakers and group libel charges
against those who defamed entire social
groups. In the latter case, Beauharnais v.
Illinois (1952), Frankfurter averred that “no
one would contend” that the clear and present
danger test applied to obscenity. Even when
free speech did win, as in Burstyn v. Wilson
(1952), which finally applied the First
Amendment to motion pictures, Clark went
out of his way to make clear obscenity could
still be censored.49

Add to this a hothouse context of mid‐
1950s sexual conservatism and moral panic
that saw Samuel Roth now sentenced to five
years federal imprisonment following sensa-
tionalized tabloid coverage of him as the
“King of the Pornography Racket,” and this is
the backdrop William Brennan inherited
along with the writing of Roth.50 The Court
had shown itself unwilling or unable to
engage with obscenity doctrine, even shying
away from more purely administrative cases
like Roth v. Goldman where the lower courts
literally implored it to intervene. The blithe
dicta through which the Court publicly
addressed obscenity belied its actual internal
stasis.

Forging a Doctrine

William J. Brennan almost seemed
destined to become the Court’s architect of
obscenity doctrine. The very first oral argu-
ments he heard as a newly appointed Justice in
1956 were for Butler v. Michigan, a case
emanating out of Detroit police censorship.51

The Court was buzzing with obscenity cases
that year. Alberts v. California came straight
from the Beverly Hills municipal court where
a Los Angeles smut dealer had been con-
victed, and Kingsley Books v. Brown resulted
from a New York practice of obtaining
preemptive injunctions against allegedly ob-
scene books. The latter two cases were being
held as the Court decided Butler, which posed
themost specific constitutional question of the
bunch and thus provided a safe way for the
cautious Court to test the obscenity waters.

Butler was an easy case; Detroit’s smut
czar Herbert Case was an obvious zealot, and
Michigan’s standards hearkened back to the
Hicklin era, labeling obscene anything unfit
for all readers, including children. In the era of
Kinsey, this could not stand. Even so, two
Justices, Clark and Burton, still sided with
Michigan initially. New Chief Justice Earl
Warren knew the value of unanimity when it
came to sensitive issues, having masterfully
corralled a united Court for the recent
landmark Brown v. Board of Education, so
he made the tactical decision to assign Butler
to Frankfurter. Frankfurter was no free speech
extremist, or even particular supporter; not
only did his philosophy of judicial restraint
preclude such a stance, but he also counted it a
lower priority than unreasonable search and
seizure, as he told Zechariah Chafee in a 1955
letter. Freedom of speech had “strongly
organized forces in its support,” he explained,
listing “the press, the movie interests, publish-
ers, etc.”52 The Court’s intervention was not
so necessary, in his view.

Still, ever the internal combatant, once
Frankfurter sided against Michigan’s restric-
tive obscenity law, he made it his mission to
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win over Clark and Burton for an undivided
Court. Telling the Brethren he planned to
write “as briefly as possible to avoid any
intimation, even unintended, on the more or
less contentious issues raised by other
obscenity statutes,” Frankfurter managed to
sway the two dissenters.53 His February 1957
Butler opinion boasted memorable quips,
famously accusing Michigan of “burn[ing]
the house to roast the pig” in its “quarantining
the general reading public against books not
too rugged for grown men and women in
order to shield juvenile innocence.”54 It set a
significant precedent, if a deceptively simple
one, showing that the Court was finally ready
to step into the obscenity debate. In so doing,
however, it avoided the question of obscenity
per se entirely, leaving it to Brennan to sort
out those “more or less contentious issues.”

Roth, which the Court bound with
Alberts to create a respective federal/state
parallelism, forced those issues to the
surface. This time, Samuel Roth had been
convicted on the basis of his lecherous but
modestly highbrow literary journal American
Aphrodite and his men’s magazine Good
Times, featuring nude photographs of women
no more revealing than those in the much‐
vaunted Playboy. The dispositive question
for the Court, though, was not the obscenity
of the material (unfortunately for Roth), but
rather the constitutionality of the Comstock
Act itself.

In a precise repeat of his last case (except
this time criminal rather than civil, raising the
personal stakes immensely), Roth again came
to the Court bearing a perversely dissenting
concurrence from Judge Jerome Frank of the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals. Once more,
the appellate court had affirmed Roth’s
conviction, and once more Frank acquiesced
in the perfunctory opinion by Charles Clark,
yet insisted on appending a lengthy polemic.
Obscenity law remained “exquisitely vague,”
Frank noted as he launched into a sweeping
essay that cited such intellectual luminaries
as John Milton, Thomas Jefferson, and John

Stuart Mill, all of whom believed that “any
paternalistic guardianship by government of
the thoughts of grown‐up citizens enervates
their spirit, keeps them immature.” Dripping
with sarcasm, Frank suggested that even if
obscenematter did stimulate sexual activity—
a proposition he considered far from estab-
lished—it still might not be so terrible.
“Without such behavior,” the judge wrote
with a distinct smirk, “the human race would
soon disappear.”55 Even Frank’s explanation
for concurring in affirming Roth’s conviction
despite his obvious disdain for obscenity
laws again nudged the Supreme Court to take
the case, as he explained that he felt bound
by the Court’s seeming endorsement of
such laws.

There was never much doubt as to the
outcome of Roth; the Chief Justice, reflecting
his background as a prosecutor, began the
private Court conference by declaring that
“state and federal government should be able
to protect themselves against depravity.”56

Most of the Justices agreed, and the Court
split decisively 6–3 in affirmation (and 7–2 for
Alberts, with only John Marshall Harlan’s
idiosyncratic federalism distinguishing the
validity of state from federal laws, leaving
Douglas and Black alone in dissent). An
irritated Douglas scribbled in his conference
notes, “P.S. This was a most annoying
discussion.” Those in favor of affirming the
convictions, he believed, “never mentioned
once what the standard for obscenity is.”
Instead, they “merely stated that smut could
be suppressed.”57

It fell to Brennan to devise that
standard—but with the intrusive specter of
Frankfurter looming over him at all points.
Jerome Frank’s repeated pleas notwithstand-
ing, Frankfurter considered the matter long
settled. He had been Brennan’s long‐ago
professor at Harvard Law, and early in the
new Justice’s tenure still saw him as a protégé.
In a May 1957 memorandum, Frankfurter
suggested that “all there is wisely to be said
regarding the proper construction of obscenity
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statutes” had been said in three earlier cases,
the most recent dated 1936.58 While all three
cases would inform Brennan’s thinking, the
younger Justice also recognized, as Frank-
furter did not, that more needed saying.
Liberal as those cases were, they neither
individually nor collectively laid out a
sustainable doctrine. Brennan’s aspirations
went further; he sought to bring the discussion
to a close.

While serving on the New Jersey Su-
preme Court, Brennan had delved into
obscenity, and his 1953 opinion in Adams
Theatre Co. v. Keenan suggested his inclina-
tion. Describing a “universal agreement” that
“outrightly lewd and indecent” material
lacked First Amendment protection, Brennan
nevertheless warned of the “amorphous”
quality of that label. It carried the “danger
that censorship upon that ground is merely the
expression of the censor’s own highly
subjective view of morality.” The “mere
fact that sexual life is the theme … or that
characters portray a seamy side of life and
play coarse scenes or use vulgar language,” he
ruled, “does not constitute the presentation per
se lewd and indecent.” Instead, Brennan
insisted on a “dominant effect” test in which
the work as a whole amounted to “erotic
allurement ‘tending to incite lustful and
lecherous desire,’ dirt for dirt’s sake only,
smut and inartistic filth, with no evident
purpose but ‘to counsel or invite to vice or
voluptuousness.”’59

While he would polish this formulation a
bit for Roth, the doctrinal core was already
contained here. The real test was articulating
it in a manner that avoided the deadlock of
the past. That Roth had lost by a clear margin
did not mean Brennan automatically com-
manded a stable majority; already the Chief
Justice was composing his own separate
concurrence. Given the confusion surround-
ing obscenity, a solid five‐Justice bloc was
necessary to deliver meaningful doctrine.
There had already been four Justices aligned
on each side in Doubleday a decade ago,

and that had hardly furthered the cause of
either side.

Though Brennan’s opinion would go
through several drafts, its basic components
appeared intact from the start, with a working
version circulating among the Justices by
early June 1957. Hoping brevity would
provide clarity, perhaps with Butler in mind,
Brennan minced no words, keeping Roth taut
as could be (he had originally thought Butler
deserved “full dress treatment,” he had told
Frankfurter, but eventually came around).60

He would write not in Frankfurter’s typical
encyclopedic manner, canvassing the history
of the topic and displaying his mastery.
Instead, Brennan attempted to write decisive-
ly. Roth would be a proclamation, not a
history lesson. After four terse paragraphs
laying out the facts of Roth and Alberts,
Brennan cut to the chase.

The first, and primary, dispositive ques-
tion arrived without rhetorical flourish. As to
whether obscenity “is utterance within the
area of protected speech and press,” Brennan
cited ten cases from Ex Parte Jackson in 1877
through the well‐chosen 1952 Frankfurter
opinion Beauharnais v. Illinois to show that
“this Court has always assumed that obscenity
is not protected.” From there, he moved into a
minimalist history lesson, spending four
sentences establishing the 18th‐century ori-
gins of obscenity alongside blasphemy and
profanity, all under the legal header of libel.61

In Brennan’s view, freedom of speech
and press “was fashioned to assure unfettered
interchange of ideas for the bringing about of
political and social changes desired by the
people.” Even more than “political and social
changes,” the ideas occupied the core of
Brennan’s thought, and formed the dividing
line between protected and unprotected
expression. In the next paragraph, Brennan
delivered the statement that defined his
obscenity doctrine. “All ideas having even
the slightest redeeming social importance—
unorthodox ideas, controversial ideas, even
ideas hateful to the prevailing climate of
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opinion,” he wrote, “have the full protection”
of the First Amendment. But “implicit in the
history of the First Amendment” he found
“the rejection of obscenity as utterly without
redeeming social importance.” As such, “We
hold that obscenity is not within the area of
constitutionally protected speech or press.”62

Those assertions, the heart of Roth,
locked into place with an almost syllogistic
logic. Brennan wanted a legal algorithm, one
with a neutral rubric through which alleged
obscenity could be assessed, and at least in the
abstract, he had it. Yet this sleek rhetorical
surface smoothed over serious semantic
stumbling blocks. Ideas were an odd peg on
which to hang such importance, especially
since only a decade ago the Court had
explicitly declared, “We do not accede to …

suggestion that the constitutional protection
for a free press applies only to the exposition
of ideas” in Winters.

Brennan skirted past such possible
friction. He cited Jerome Frank’s 1949 Roth
v. Goldman concurrence, as if the Court had
ever paid it any heed. The clear and present
danger test, which had been advocated by
Frank, the lawyers of Roth and Alberts, and
the American Civil Liberties Union, was
dispensed with in a remarkably offhanded
manner—to the pleasure of Frankfurter, who
had aggressively questioned its relevance at
oral argument. The question of obscenity’s
link to “anti‐social conduct” was moot, since
“obscenity is not protected speech.”

As Lucas Powe notes, Brennan often
embraced a technique of “conceding in
principle to the government’s power to pursue
its objective, while simultaneously making it
extraordinarily difficult for the government to
do so.”63 Roth certainly fit this mold. Brennan
had no intention of facilitating censorship,
and went to great lengths to ensure that “sex is
not synonymous with obscenity.” Yet while
Brennan saw himself modernizing doctrine,
the constituency of his five‐Justice majority
told a different story. Burton, Tom C. Clark,
CharlesWhittaker, and Felix Frankfurter gave

Brennan his majority, and collectively they
unquestionably represented the conservative
wing of the Court on First Amendment issues.

Two other opinions delivered the same
day drew less notice but shed further light on
Roth. In Kingsley Books v. Brown, the Court
upheld the New York statute allowing
authorities to use a “limited injunctive
remedy” against pornography by having a
judge find it obscene and then barring sales.
This tactic had been used against several
volumes of the sexually themed comic Nights
of Horror, and distributors argued it consti-
tuted an unconstitutional prior restraint.
Writing for a bare majority, Frankfurter
declared the injunctive relief better for book-
sellers than criminal prosecution. Delicately
dodging the fact that the injunctions allowed
for literal state‐sponsored book burnings,
Frankfurter resorted to dry legalisms, writing,
“Section 22‐a’s provision for the seizure and
destruction of the instruments of ascertained
wrongdoing expresses resort to a legal remedy
sanctioned by the long history of Anglo‐
American law.”64

The other companion case involved a
burlesque theater in Newark, New Jersey,
where the city had implemented a new
ordinance in early 1956 against theatrical
performances involving either naked bodies
or even the “illusion of nudeness.” A state
court had held the ordinance unconstitution-
ally broad, but it was overturned by the New
Jersey Supreme Court, which absorbed the
ordinance into an existing obscenity law.
Without any comment, the Supreme Court
offered a per curiam affirmation, citing
Kingsley Books and Roth.65

The Roth/Alberts/Kingsley/Adams New-
ark Theater quartet revealed the gravitational
center of the Court’s position; though
Brennan had written the key doctrinal
expression in Roth, in fact the five‐Justice
bloc of Frankfurter, Clark, Burton, Whittaker,
and Harlan had truly set the parameters,
supporting suppression in all cases except
Harlan’s isolated dissent in Roth, grounded
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less in free speech concerns than his federal-
ism that reserved expansive censorship
powers to the states. Black and Douglas
dissented without written opinions in Adams
Newark Theater, with Brennan recusing
himself because the case heavily depended
on competing interpretations of his own
earlier obscenity ruling as New Jersey
Supreme Court justice.

The cost of doctrine, it seemed, was
sacrificing harmony between substantive
content and actual implementation. Critics
of the time, from Douglas in dissent to law‐
review commentaries, rightly assessed the
Brennan doctrine as confusing and conserva-
tive, and historians agree, with the unsparing
Powe calling it a “sloppy, unpersuasive
effort.”66 Yet Roth undoubtedly forwarded
Brennan’s anti‐censorial agenda, playing a
crucial role in unleashing the books, films, and
magazines that constituted a central part of
what is remembered as the sexual revolu-
tion.67 Had Brennan executed a brilliant end
run around the Court’s sustained impasse by
deliberately leaving Roth murky enough to
keep on the conservative Justices who would
be horrified by its effects? Nothing in the
archival paper trail suggests such machina-
tions, and Brennan’s own later change of
mind when he disavowed the criminalization
of obscenity for consenting adults in 1973
shows that he was as surprised as anyone by
the events, both cultural and legal, of the next
fifteen years.68

Even if Roth was something of a debacle
as an opinion, it must be situated against its
overlooked pre‐history. The Supreme Court
had ground to a standstill on obscenity long
ago, but its several failures to regain motion
remained somewhat hidden from view. A
more progressive opinion, such as one that
took up the clear and present danger test,
might have wooed Black and Douglas into the
fold, but at the certain cost of Frankfurter and
assuredly more members of Brennan’s major-
ity. Other approaches, such as Warren’s
solitary concurrence suggesting obscenity

target people rather than texts, carried little
currency in 1957 (and would prove deeply
problematic when the Court did return to the
notion a decade later).69 Certainly free speech
absolutism was inconceivable—beyond
which, Brennan was not wrong in claiming
it found little basis in American legal or
political history.

It need not contravene the numerous
compelling critiques of Roth, then, to assert
that a proper historicization of the case should
credit Brennan with breaking a Court dead-
lock that ran deeper than is generally recalled,
and for doing so within the very tight
constraints that both his colleagues of 1957
and the implications of the past twelve years
imposed. If we judge Roth a failure, as we
inevitably must, we should do so with some
amount of charity.

Note: This article draws on the author’s
forthcoming Obscenity Rules: Roth v. United
States and the Long Struggle over Sexual
Expression (University Press of Kansas,
September 2013). The author thanks Mike
Briggs, Peter Charles Hoffer, Jonathan Lurie,
and Mary Rizzo for their comments and
support.
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